
GENERALSTUDIES PROGRAMME 2020-2021 

AUTUMN TERM 2020 
 
Session 1: 16th September 
Well Known Musicians in Bedford     Paul Nicholson 
This illustrated talk focuses on the late 1950s and 1960s, when most of the top names 
in the pop music business played at least one concert in Bedford. Venues such as the 
Granada, Plaza and Corn Exchange hosted the likes of The Beatles, Rolling Stones and 
Cliff Richard, in many cases a few years before they found fame and fortune. 
 
Session 2:23rdSeptember 
Top 20 Artefacts in the British Museum           Deborah Day 
The British Museum is an absolute treasure-house of wonderful, historical artefacts from 
all over the world, but perhaps some of the most accessible of these relate to our 
western, classical heritage. This will be an introduction to 20 famous, and not-so-
famous, items that are displayed free of charge, from statues to frescoes, from domestic 
items to religious objects. You can then enjoy exploring them for yourselves on your 
very own day trip! 

     
Session 3:30th September 
Events that Shaped Our Lives: The Russian Revolution 1917        Alan Marchant 
We begin this talk just over 100 years ago, when the world’s first communist revolution 
went on to steer the course of global politics.  Authored by Lenin, manoeuvred by Stalin, 
ended unintentionally by Gorbachev, and partially resurrected by Putin, we follow the 
ways and means by which this event has left its indelible mark on our lives .  
  
 
Session 4:7th October 
Reminiscences of a BBC Correspondent              Bill Hamilton 
Reflections of 58 years as a journalist, broadcaster and BBC Television News 
Correspondent. 
 
Session 5: 14th October 
The Paintings of Canaletto       Robert Ford 
Canaletto was a collectible artist from the 18th century by the English Aristocracy, 
including the Duke of Bedford, and the Royal Collection at Buckingham Palace, whose 
collections include paintings by Canaletto and the Royal Collection. Robert will discuss 
Canaletto’s technique, his drawings and paintings with illustrations from the Royal 
collection. Robert will utilise his many years of experience working as a room warden at 
Woburn Abbey, where the collection contains 24 canvases by Canaletto. 

 



 
HALF TERM 

 
Session 6:4th November 
Your Country Needs You: Propoganda Posters                         Dr Barry Dackombe 
The First World War saw advertising and propaganda work together to help influence, 
inspire and persuade the public to action.  We will look at a selection of posters to 
consider their message and the role of propaganda in this turbulent period. 
 
Session 7: 11th November 
Events That Have Shaped Our Lives: The Wall Street Crash 1929     Alan Marchant 
This talk follows the story of how a financial breakdown reverberated around the world 
in so many different ways.  As the Roaring 20s came to a dramatic close, the Wall 
Street Crash helped ensure The Depression, leading to decades of polarised politics 
and war.      
 
Session 8: 18th November 
Bedford Victorian Cemetery       Colin Woolf 
Opened in 1855 and situated to the North end of Foster Hill Road Bedford a Victorian 
Cemetery that provides a wealth of valuable information about the history of Bedford’s 
past inhabitants.  In some instances, who they were and their contribution to the Town.  
The presentation provides information as to why and when it came into existence and 
those responsible for it from the beginning to present times.  Its Commonwealth War 
Graves form a large part of the history of the cemetery together with the many graves of 
those that were the decision makers of their time.  The talk will cover how and why the 
‘Friends of Bedford Cemetery’ came to be formed and their work at this time.       
I have been a ‘Friend’ of Bedford Cemetery for several years.   
 
Session 9: 25th November 

Understanding climate change: a quiz to help you clarify and extend your 

knowledge          John Huckle 

John, a member of Bedfordshire Climate Change Forum, will cover the science, 

economics and politics of climate change via a 20 question quiz based around a slide 

presentation. He will include reference to Covid-19, possible and probable global 

futures, and the related impacts on climate change. 
 
Session 10: 2nd December 
Eating Whole Plant Based Food for Good Health       Jenny 
Sebastian 

Focusing on the health benefits, we look at why eating Whole Plant Based Foods 
(WPBF) is a lifestyle option and a journey.  Driven by the mantra 'let food be thy 
medicine and medicine be thy food'', we explore why what you eat can be either 



beneficial or detrimental to your health. If you want to eat healthier but not sure where to 
start, this introduction will inspire you to embark on your journey. 

 

SPRING TERM 2021 
 
Session 11: 6th January 
Fascinating History of the Paperclip (no honestly!)         Caroline 
Bacon 
The paper clip is something of a fetish object in design circles. It’s inexpensive and 
ubiquitous and yet it’s history encompasses cutting technology, a patent war, fortunes 
won and lost, and a resistance movement. Finally it landed a spot in MoMA’s 2004 
show Humble Masterpieces exhibition. Discover the fascinating history of the humble 
Gem paperclip. 
 
 
Session 12: 13th January 
Yorkshire Moors & Wolds by Foot        Hemant Jariwala 

Regular walking the Yorkshire landscape, in particular the Moors and the Wolds, 
intrinsically becomes ingrained in your bloodstream. Indeed, this talk presents a photo-
essay of two long distance footpaths; Cleveland Way (110 miles) and Yorkshire Wolds 
Way (80 miles), with differing landscapes essentially defined by its geology and man’s 
interaction with his environment.The Cleveland Way traverses the high, western moors 
and hills followed by spectacular coastal footpath but through a number of seaside 
villages and towns. In contrast, the Wolds landscape is shaped by glacial carved chalk 
bedrock, and rarely visited by tourists. 
 
          
Session 13: 20th January 
Roman Mosaics                  Deborah Day 
Mosaics are endlessly appealing. They are bright and visual, detailed and complex, or 
sometimes as simple as can be. The Romans loved this striking form of imagery, using 
them to adorn their buildings with their religious beliefs, their livelihoods and their 
heroes. We will look at some of the basic designs which were incorporated into these 
images, and consider some especially beautiful and fascinating examples. 

 
Session 14: 27th January 
Money or Blood:  The 1835 Poor Law Riots            Dr Barry Dackombe 
Following the introduction of the 1834 Poor Law Amendment Act, there was concern 
over the way the poor would be treated.  We will look at the new Poor Law and the 
events that led to the riots in nearby Ampthill in May 1835 that required the intervention 
of 20 Metropolitan police officers from London.  The resultant Parliamentary enquiry 



provided detailed evidence of the actions of the townspeople and the rioters, and their 
subsequent punishments. 
 
 
Session 15: 3rd February 
What’s so special about DNA?                   Tim Parrot 
The three letters are bandied about endlesslyin the media, but what do they mean?The 
main facts are not onlyfascinating but easily understood by people without a 
scientificbackground. 
 
 
 

HALF TERM 
 
 
Session 16: 24thFebruary 
Iceland: Land of Ice, Fire & Wildlife               Peter Holden 
A country of contrasts - from geysers to hot springs, from glaciers to huge waterfalls and 
from great whales to delicate orchids. This session will look at all these and also at the 
wild birds many of which will spending their winters in  the British Isles 

 
 

Session 17: 3rd March 
CH Sisson, Poet        Dr Stephen Rogers 
C. H. Sisson was one of the most important of late twentieth century poets and 
translators. He was born in Bristol in 1914 and educated at the University of Bristol, 
before joining the Civil Service where, after service in India during the Second World 
War, he rose to high office. He was made a Companion of Honour in 1993. His poetic 
career began when he was stationed in North West Frontier Province in 1943, but he 
had to wait until the publication of In the Trojan Ditch in 1974 before he became widely 
known. His Collected Poems appeared in 1984 and 1998. He died in 2003. This talk will 
discuss his career as a poet, verse translator, and how his poetry celebrated loved 
English landscapes, especially those of Somerset.  
 
 
Session 18: 10th March 
Flowers Through my Viewfinder        Hemant 
Jariwala“Flowers always make people better, happier and more helpful; they are 
sunshine, food and medicine for the soul.” (Luther Burbank).This talk is a photo-essay, 
presenting an intimate close-up study and portraits of flowers that were once considered 
exotic are now common and mundane to Britain. Indeed, flower photography is often 
considered as ‘record photography’, but the speaker will show the ‘artistic persona’ of 
flowers that have been taken for granted. 



 
 
 
 
Session 19: 17th March 
The Big Bang         Tim Parrott 
The Big Bang. Conclusive evidence that the Universe had a beginning came 
to light in 1965. Yes, we've only known this since The Beatles. Futuregenerations will 
envy us for the fact that the knowledge emerged in ourlifetimes. When we were children 
the Science of Cosmology didn't evenexist. Today we get to grips with what happened. 
 
Session 20: 24th March 
Were the Pharaohs Birdwatchers?               Peter Holden 
In this session we will consider the landscape of Egypt and its birdlife. We will also look 
at some of its famous archeological sites and some of the clues that survive on the 
stones and in wall paintings. What birds and animals were the ancient Egyptians seeing 
and we will find out if that same wildlife is still there today. 




